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Staying in Bonifacio for a day, weekend or longer? Are 
you alone, with friends or family? Are you looking for 
group activities or does everyone in your party have 
different tastes?

This booklet is here to make sure that everyone is on the 
same page - water sports enthusiasts or heritage lovers, 
hikers, parents of toddlers or teenagers looking for thrills.

Each visitor will be able to find the activity that suits 
them among all the partners present on these pages. 
Extended to the South of Corsica, the offer listed here is 
classified by theme. Prices, opening times and periods, 
direct contact details, all this information at your 
fingertips.

Priority
to activities

The Bonifacio Municipal 
Tourist Board is committed to 
sustainable development. 
For this reason, this brochure 
can only be consulted 
digitally.
Thank you for your 
understanding.
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For the toddlers
• Race a pedal boat on turquoise waters
• Pony ride in the scrubland
• Bathing amongst the fish in the natural reserve
• Building a white sandcastle on Balistra beach
• Walk between the sea and the lagoon at the Rondinara 

From 3 years old onwards 
• Take a trip to the citadel on a Petit Train
• Climbing trees in the heart of the countryside 
• Meet the famous Corsican pig 
• Wear a mask and dive amongst multi-coloured fish 
• Playing pirate in the caves of Bonifacio

From 7 to 12 years old 
• Solve the riddles of an urban escape game in the heart of 
the Citadel
• Take a buggy ride and visit a local farm 
• Discover the Fortress of the Standard with a free game 
booklet at the entrance
• Investigate the citadel with the free mobile application «Pif 
Gadget»
• Win the diploma of the King of Aragon’s stairway
• Lead a kayak fleet to conquer the cliffs
with your family 
• Explore the south of Corsica in a four-wheel 
drive vehicle 
• Beating daddy at hole n°16 of Sperone Golf
course
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Visit 
the citadelle 

Encircled by its fortifications, the medieval citadel is situated on an over 
60-metre-high limestone peninsula, shaped over thousands of years by 
the sea and the wind. Roman emperors, doges of the republics of Pisa and 
Genoa, visits by Charles V and Napoleon I... Bonifacio’s history is rich. All 
the historical, religious, military, and civil monuments form a real open-air 
museum.  

Several possibilities are available for exploring it:
• In complete freedom, thanks to a circuit of «must-see» places that are not 
to be missed. Download the map from www.bonifacio.fr or visit one of the 
tourist information offices.
• With the help of an audio-guide, you can take a 1.5 hour walk through 
the old town centre, passing through the narrow streets, monuments, and 
squares. You can rent one at the information offices of the citadel.

Consider coming in the evening to enjoy the illuminated monuments. 
Magical moments guaranteed!

RATES
• Individual visit: 
5,00 € / audio-guide
• Group mini 10 pax: 
2,00 €/ audio-guide

Tourist Office
+33 (0)4 95 73 11 88
www.bonifacio.fr
info@bonifacio.fr
2 rue Fred Scamaroni
Bonifacio

HERITAGE
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Bonifacio 
Heritage 

For lovers of heritage, the Bonifacio Heritage offers completes and enriches 
the cultural experience offered by the town of Bonifacio, for the young and 
old.

• The «Bonifacio Autrement»  heritage trail offers you the chance to (re-)
discover the town in a fun and instructive way by looking out for the markers 
posted at various locations in the old Town and the Marina. Click on the 
QR codes and read the texts enriched with various contents (films, music, 
references).
Available free of charge in English, Italian and Corsica.

• «Les Mystères de Pif»  is a downloadable application that offers a family 
investigation in the Citadel. Take up many challenges, observe and discover 
the well-kept secret of Bonifacio.
On Playstore and Appstore. Free application.

Tourist Office
+33 (0)4 95 73 11 88
www.bonifacio.fr
info@bonifacio.fr
2 rue Fred Scamaroni
Bonifacio

HERITAGE
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The fortress 
of the Standard 

The «Bastion de l’Etendard», the centrepiece of the 16th century 
fortifications, dominates the port and the cliffs. It will seduce you with 
its many remarkable viewpoints. The tour also includes a visit to the old 
medieval tower and the underground rooms where an exhibition recounts 
the 1,000 years of fortifications. For a fun family visit, a game-booklet is 
offered to each child. 

NEW: Showing of a 3D historical reconstruction film on the medieval past 
of Bonifacio «Le Torrione de Bonifacio», a fortification in the heart of 
Mediterranean Wars».

OPEN
• April, May, June, September: 10:00 am - 5:30 pm
• July, August: 09:00 am - 6:30 pm
• October: 10:00 am - 4h30 pm

RATES
• Adult: 3,50 € / Child 6-11 years old: 1,00 € 
• Free for the under 6                                               
• Group min. 10 pax: 2,00 €
• Monuments pass:
« Bastion de l’Étendard + Escalier du Roy d’Aragon »
Adult: 6,50 €  / Child 6-11 years old: 2,00 €

Tourist Office
+33 (0)4 95 73 11 88
www.bonifacio.fr
info@bonifacio.fr
2 rue Fred Scamaroni
Bonifacio

HERITAGE
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King of Aragon’s 
stairway 

An unusual monument in the city of cliffs, the «Escalier du Roy d’Aragon» has 
187 steps and overhangs the sea by 65 metres. Below, a secure walk between 
the sky and the sea offers a unique panorama of the Bouches de Bonifacio. 
A legend tells us that in 1420, the King of Aragon Alphonse V, already master 
of Sardinia, wanted to acquire the impregnable city of Bonifacio. For access, 
his soldiers are said to have cut a natural fault in the cliff into a stairway, 
and this in one night! In reality, this natural fault has existed since the dawn 
of time and this natural passage has been constantly improved since the 
prehistoric times to become today a real stairway.

The visit of this very special site requires a good physical condition and 
the respect of safety rules. In case of unsuitable footwear, access to the 
monument will be refused.

OPEN
• April, May: 10:00 am - 6:00 pm
• June, September: 10:00 am -6:30 pm
• July, August: 09:00 am -7:30 pm
• October: 10:00 am - 5:30 pm

RATES
• Adult: 5,00 € / Child 6-11 years old: 2,00 €
• Free for the under 6                                              
• Group min. 10 pax: 2,00 €
• Monument pass:
« Bastion de l’Étendard + Escalier du Roy d’Aragon » 
Adult 6,50 € / Child 6-11 years old: 2,00 €

Tourist Office
+33 (0)4 95 73 11 88
www.bonifacio.fr
info@bonifacio.fr
2 rue Fred Scamaroni
Bonifacio

HERITAGE
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Escape Game 

Come and discover this new concept of urban escape game, in the city of 
the cliffs, in the heart of the Citadel of Bonifacio.
This new game combines a walk, a historical visit and of course, the 
resolution of the mystery to be solved.

Enthusiasts of enigmas and unusual walks, alone, with family,
colleagues or friends, this is a new way to discover Bonifacio.

OPEN
All year

+33 (0)6 71 81 75 51
bonifacioescapegame@gmail.com 
www.bonifacioescapegame.com
Bonifacio

PAGE 01

HERITAGE

RATES
• Adults: 30,00 €
• Free for children under 12 years old                                              
• Group min. 10 pax: 2,00 €
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Le Gouvernail

Built in 1880 by the French military engineers, the Gouvernail was the 
surveillance spot at the entry to the port as well as over the entirety of the 
Strait of Bonifacio. The local fishermen called this site the «Gouvernail» 
(Rudder) of Corsica due to its shape and geographical position. 

After descending 168 steps, you will discover a superb view over the entry to 
the bottleneck and the cliffs of Bonifacio. 

This is a historical and most original visit not to be missed.

OPEN
• May, June, October: 
10:00 am - 07:00 pm
• July, August, September: 
09:00 am - 8:00 pm

RATES
• Adult: 3,00 €
• Group min. 10 pax: 2,00 €
• Child 8-11 years old:  2,00 €
• Free for children under 8 years old 

+33 (0)6 19 73 69 75
campingtrinite@sfr.fr
Quartier St François,
Bonifacio

HERITAGE
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Visits 
by Tourist Office

Discovery tour: a surprising tour inspired by the stories, legends, traditions, 
and unusual facts of Bonifacio. Accompanied by a conference guide (1h30 
duration). 

Monument pass offered (value 6.50€). 
Limited places. 

Tickets at the Tourist Office.

Find the «Unusual» visits at the Tourist Office on www.bonifacio.co.uk

OPEN
Season
• Thursday: 11:00 am
• Tuesday: 5:30 pm
   July, August: 6:00 pm

RATES
• Adult: 11,50 €
• Free for under the 12 years old

Tourist Office
+33 (0)4 95 73 11 88
www.bonifacio.fr 
info@bonifacio.fr
2 rue Fred Scamaroni
Bonifacio 

GUIDED VISITS
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Letizia Maresca
Bonifacio guides 

Whether you are alone, with your family or in a group and even with your pet, 
Letizia guarantees you a personalized visit with lots of humour! 

Discover Bonifacio ambling through its history, alleys, squares, houses, 
churches, monuments and wonderful sea views.

A lively and exciting visit.

OPEN
Available all year +33 (0)6 14 39 71 23

+33 (0)4 95 73 58 95
laetitiafravega@gmail.com
Bonifacio

PRIVATE GUIDED VISITS
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Les guides
de l’Extrême Sud

Discover the extreme South of Corsica, its patrimony, history and identity 
and delve deeper than the standard clichés. Available individually or in 
groups, our «discovery» visits guarantee a real exchange. 

A program for adults and children, with traditional visits, meeting the locals, 
treasure hunts and trails…

OPEN
Available all year

+33 (0)6 95 98 09 86
sudguides@sfr.fr
Bonifacio

PRIVATE GUIDED VISITS
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Nautical Activities
in Southern Corsica
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Bonif 
Kayak 

Go kayaking on the most beautiful lagoon in Corsica! Share a trip with a 
guide who is passionate about her island and discover the riches of the 
Bouches de Bonifacio nature reserve.

Different itineraries adapted to families: passage as close as possible to the 
limestone cliffs and in the caves, observation of birds and fish.

For the sportier: excursions in small groups to the Lavezzi Islands or to 
Pertusato and Bonifacio.

Possibility to rent a kayak without a guide, equipment included.

NEW: discover the first floating yoga studio in Bonifacio.

OPEN
April to the end of October

RATES
• Kayak hire:  from 7,00 € to 65,00 €
• Guided tours:  from 20,00 € to 65,00 €
• Stand up paddle rental: 
from 10,00 €/h

+33 (0)6 27 11 30 73
bonifaciokayak@gmail.com
www.bonifacio-kayak.com
Plage de Piantarella
Bonifacio

NAUTICAL ACTIVITIES
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Bonifacio
Windsurf 

The Surf Sports Club, located on the magical spot of Piantarella,
welcomes you solo or with your family.

You will be able to practice windsurfing and wing-foil either during lessons 
or just for rent. Windsurfing courses are open to children from 10 years old in 
April and from 5 years old in July and August.

You can rent kayaks and paddles on calm days.

OPEN
April to October

RATES
• Windsurf rental: from 20,00 €/h
• Wing rental: from 25,00 €/h without foil
from 40,00 € with foil
• Double kayak rental: from 20,00 €/h
• SUP (paddle) rental: from 15,00 €/h

+33 (0)6 80 31 51 41
outdoorcorsica@gmail.com
www.bonifacio-windsurf.com
Plage de Piantarella 
Bonifacio

NAUTICAL ACTIVITIES
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Cool’O 
Watersports 

Wakeboard / wake surf, water ski and towed buoys water sports school in 
Bonifacio. If you’re looking for thrills in a fun setting, Cool’O Watersports is 
the place to be. 

We welcome children from the youngest age and having the latest towed 
buoys, Cool’O Watersports benefits from an ideal location for you to have 
fun and a blast. 

Sensations and educational support guaranteed.

OPEN
June to September

+33 (0)6 26 81 67 66
hello@coolo-watersports.com
coolo-watersports.com
Plage de Maora
Bonifacio

NAUTICAL ACTIVITIES

RATES
• Ski / Wake: from 40,00 €
• Buoy 2 pax: from 50,00 €
• Buoy 4 pax: from 80,00 €
• Training buoy, children’s skis 
from 30,00 € (from 2,5 to 5 years)
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Maora B’ch
Sailing Club 

Share our passion for the sea, gliding and sports on the beach of Maora
and in the Bouches de Bonifacio Nature Reserve.

Seaside: catamaran cruises, kayaking, paddle, water skiing, wake, towed 
buoys, and pedal boats.

Snack bar: small restaurant on the spot (salads, pizzas, pancakes, ice 
creams...).

NEW: Full or ½ day Catamaran rental

OPEN
All year 
Reservations from November to March

RATES
• Stand-up paddle: 20,00 € / 1-hour
• Towed buoy: 20,00 €
• Pedal boat: 20,00 € / 1-hour
• Duo kayak: 20,00 € / 1-hour
• Catamaran cruise: from 75,00 € / pax

+33 (0)6 34 23 97 81
info@maora-beach.com
www.maora-beach.com
Plage de Maora
Bonifacio

NAUTICAL ACTIVITIES
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Nustrale
Ride 

Nustrale Ride, a water sports base located on the beach of Balistra. Perfect 
for learning to kitesurf or wingfoil. 

On windless days, discover the pond or the beaches accessible only by sea. 

Under the cliffs of Capu Biancu, by kayak or paddle.

OPEN
April to October

RATES
• Kitesurf: from 100,00 €
• Wingfoil: from 60,00 €
• Kayak rental: from 10,00 €
• Paddle rental: from 15,00 €

+33 (0)6 26 11 36 09
nustraleride@gmail.com
www.nustrale-ride.com
Plage de Balistra
Bonifacio

NAUTICAL ACTIVITIES
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Bonifacio
Marine 

Rental of 5.5 to 14 metre semi-rigid habitable boats. Ideally located, you can 
discover the Nature Reserve by skipping yourselves or accompanied by a 
professional skipper thanks to the «à la carte» services.

OPEN
April to October

RATES
• Semi-rigid boat: from 240,00 €
• Hard-hull boat: from 500,00 € 

+33 (0)6 71 90 19 20
contact@bonifaciomarine.com 
www.bonifacio-yachting.com
A côté de la Capitainerie 
Bonifacio

MOTOR BOATS
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Euroyacht
 

Daily rentals of elegant, top level ITAMA, etc. Motorboats (choice of 38 to 42 
feet). Rentals are exclusively with professional skipper. 

The tariff includes 4 hours fuel. 

OPEN
April to October
Reservations all year

+33 (0)4 95 73 70 18
contact@euroyacht.fr
www.euroyacht.fr
Quai Nord 
Bonifacio

MOTOR BOATS
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Nautic
Aventures 

Ideally located in the Bonifacio Marina, Nautic Aventures offers you a wide 
choice of boats and RIBs from 6 to 16 m for rent.

For your sea escapade and the discovery of the Bouches de Bonifacio 
Nature Reserve, you have the choice of being your own captain or of 
enjoying the services of a professional skipper thanks to our «à la carte» 
services.

OPEN
All year

+33 (0)6 24 64 36 31 
+33 (0)4 95 10 43 52
contact@nautic-aventures.com
www.nautic-aventures.com
Quai Nord
Bonifacio

MOTOR BOATS
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Nautic
Aventures Maora

Take advantage of a departure from Maora Beach to reach the most 
beautiful beaches of South Corsica rapidly, starting with Rondinara, Santa 
Giulia, Palombaggia... Porto-Vecchio is very close. 

The Maora beach has more than one advantage, one of which is its easy 
access: you can avoid traffic by going there directly. The free parking is also 
a good point.

Once there, take advantage of the fleet of boats proposed by Nautic 
Aventures, but also of the Sea Bobs, devices that move on or under water, 
and the Oxoon, motorised boats that float on the water. The two latter boats 
do not require a licence and can be hired by 15-minutes, an hour, or a day.

OPEN
All year +33 (0)6 24 64 36 31 

+33 (0)4 95 10 43 52
contact@nautic-aventures.com
www.nautic-aventures.com
Plage de Maora
Bonifacio

MOTOR BOATS
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Piantarella
Nautic

Piantarella Nautic is first and foremost a family business with over 30 years 
of experience. Anchored in the bay of Piantarella, we are just two waves 
away from the Sperone golf course and the Lavezzi Islands archipelago. Our 
geographical position gives us an undeniable advantage, in the heart of the 
Bouches de Bonifacio natural reserve. Our fleet is mainly made up of Capelli, 
semi-rigid boats from 6 to 13 metres, giving our clients a wide choice. We 
offer half-day, daily, weekly, and monthly charters, with or without a skipper.

Our small plus: our location and the fact that we are a family business.

We do not accept lunch or holiday vouchers, only credit cards, bank 
transfers or cash.

OPEN
May to the end of October

MOTORBOATS

RATES
• From 350,00 €per day

+33 (0)4 95 51 39 89
+33 (0)6 23 10 56 69
piantarella-nautic@wanadoo.fr 
www.piantarella-nautic.fr
Plage de Piantarella 
Bonifacio
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Pouss’Vague

With or without a licence!

New boats for hire are available in the Gulf of Sant’Amanza, just 10 minutes 
from Bonifacio.

You will discover a quiet and wild place surrounded by countless beaches 
and sites, each more magnificent than the last.

Ideal for organising your daily excursions and close to your favourite 
destinations: The Lavezzi Islands, Sardinia, Bonifacio, Rondinara...

We look forward to welcoming you! Our friendly staff is waiting for you!

OPEN
May to October

+33 (0)6 07 94 25 82
secretariat@mer-et-nautisme.fr
www.mer-et-nautisme.fr
Golfe de Sant’Amanza
Bonifacio

MOTORBOATS

RATES
• From 140,00 € per day
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Mecanic Marine

Mécanic Marine is a family business that has been operating for nearly 40 
years in the Bonifacio Marina.

It uses its experience as a boat rental company and dealer and offers you a 
fleet of semi-rigid and rigid boats adapted to navigation in the magnificent 
«Bouches de Bonifacio Nature Reserve». 

Rental with a licence.

OPEN
May to November

+33 (0)4 95 73 01 85
mecanic.marine@wanadoo.fr 
www.location-gardiennage-bateaux-bonifacio.fr 
Quai Comparetti 
Bonifacio

MOTOR BOATS

RATES
• From 190,00 € to 750,00 €
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SPMB

Come and enjoy an outing or a mini-cruise to discover the cliffs, the grottos 
and even the Lavezzi island archipelago in the «Bouches de Bonifacio 
Nature Reserve».

Circuit n°1: Outing to grottos, cliffs and creeks. Duration: 1 hour

Circuit n°2: Mini-cruise with a stopover on the Lavezzi islands and on the 
way back, visit of the grottos, the cliffs and creeks. Don’t forget to take along 
a picnic, sun protection creams, flippers, mask and snorkel. 30 minutes one-
way and 1 hour return.

Circuit in a under water vision boat: Discovery of the seabed fauna on glass 
bottom boats

OPEN
All year

+33 (0)4 95 10 97 50
spmbonifacio@orange.fr 
www.spmbonifacio.com
Quai d’honneur 
Bonifacio

ONE HOUR OR ONE DAY CRUISE

RATES
• Circuit n°1: 
Adult: 20,00 € / 4 to 12 years old: 13,00 €
• Circuit n°2: Non-stop rate:
Adult: 39,00 €  / 4 to 12 years old:  26,00 €
• Circuit in a under water vision boat: 
Adult: 25,00 € / 4 to 12 years old: 19,00 €
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Piantarella
Vision

Discover the seabed of the Bouches de Bonifacio nature reserve. Marvel at 
the wealth of underwater flora and fauna through the boat’s large windows.

Comfortable and safe, this strange machine will guarantee you a special 
moment of observation of fish and their habitat. For fifty minutes, the 
Piantarella Vision team will take you to the most beautiful places in the area.

In the heart of crystal-clear waters, with family or friends, the Piantarella 
Vision adventure is made for you.

Booking recommended.

OPEN
May to October

+33 (0)6 08 74 35 23
piantarellavision@gmail.com
www.piantarella-nautic.fr
Plage de Piantarella
Bonifacio

ONE-HOUR OR DAY CRUISES

RATES
• 30,00 €/pax
• 25,00 €/child - 10 years

28
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Bonifacio
Excursions

Discover the «Bouches de Bonifacio Nature Reserve» on board our 10-metre 
semi-rigid boat specially designed for sea excursions. It will allow you to 
enter the sea caves and discover the seabed at close quarters. 

On board, maximum 12 passengers to guarantee you all the comfort during 
an intimate 3-hour sea trip, punctuated by swimming in the crystal clear 
waters of Bonifacio.

For safety reasons, children under 4 years old and pregnant women are
not allowed to travel on board our RIB.

OPEN
April to October

+33 (0)6 89 82 90 86 
contact@bonifacio-excursions.com
www.bonifacio-excursions.com
Plage de Sant’Amanza
Bonifacio

1/2 DAY CRUISE

RATES
• Wonderful tour: 
75,00 €/pax
• Discovery tour: 
65,00 €/pax                                
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L’autre croisière

Jean Michel and his crew will take you out for an unforgettable day in the 
Nature Reserve of the Strait of Bonifacio. 

The L’Autre Croisière cruise is a memorable day: breakfast on board, lunch 
(aperitif, Corsican cut meats, crawfish pasta, cheese…), navigating around 
the Lavezzi islands with a stopover at the Lavezzu island and Sperone beach 
and returning via the Pertusatu Cape, the cliffs and grottos before returning 
to the port of Bonifacio. 

Departure is at 9.30 a.m. and return at 6 p.m.

OPEN
May to october

+33 (0)6 17 62 31 06
lautrecroisiere@gmail.com
www.lautrecroisiere.com
Quai d’honneur 
Bonifacio

DAY CRUISE

RATES
• Day cruise: 
105,00 €/Adult,
95,00 €/Student (18-22 years old), 
50,00 €/Child (4-12 years old)
Free for children under 3 years
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Briseis
Croisières

Embark on a private cruise from Bonifacio to the Lavezzi Islands with a 
family-run company. The opportunity for you to enjoy an intimate moment 
on board a 20-meter boat.

Flirt with the archipelago, the jewel of South Corsica, with a drink in your 
hand, lying on the sundeck and enjoying the best of your cruise. It is also an 
opportunity to meet a family of fishermen from Bonifacio who have forged 
their passion for the sea in the most beautiful corners of the far south of 
Corsica.

Tony and Pierre-Baptiste, his son, will help you enjoy this unique setting 
during your cruise from Bonifacio.

OPEN
April to October

+33 (0)6 59 75 28 30
contact@briseis-croisieres.com 
www.briseis-croisieres.com
Quai Nord
Bonifacio

DAY CRUISES

RATES
• One day 
9:00 am - 4:00 pm: all-inclusive with meals 
and drinks: 180,00 € / pax                                        
• Golden Hour 
5.00 pm - 1.00 am: 120,00 € / pax                                                                                               
• Low saison : 120,00 € / pax
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Voiles
de Bonifacio

Embark on a cruise on board a sailing catamaran, for a half day, a day, or a 
sunset.

Possibility to discover the archipelago of the Lavezzi islands, the cliffs of 
Bonifacio or the north of Sardinia. Departure from Piantarella or the port of 
Bonifacio.

Mask, snorkel, and stand-up paddle available. Possibility to have lunch on 
board.
Possibility to privatize the catamarans. 

Open to all.

OPEN
All year

+33 (0)6 83 17 37 17
info@voilesdebonifacio.com
www.voilesdebonifacio.com
Plage de Piantarella 
Bonifacio

HALF OR FULL DAY CRUISES

RATES
• 1/2 day: 65,00 €                                                        
• Full day: 110,00 €                                                                  
• -10 years old: 1/2 price 
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Corse Nautic
Escape

An intimate cruise, for a privileged moment…

Sea spray, sun, and dolce vita ... It looks like the south!
Our yachts sail with passion from the Lavezzi to the Bonifacian cliffs, from 
the Maddalena Islands in Sardinia to the southernmost tip of Corsica. With 
friends or family, moments of togetherness in small groups.
Our passionate crews offer the best of these magical spots. The excellence 
of our region in the secret of the most beautiful creeks...
Discovery, swimming, lazing around, snorkelling, paddle: the cocktail for a 
successful da.

Fishing trips: only on privatization.
Privatisation: on request.
12 passengers maximum.

OPEN
All year

+33 (0)7 57 46 55 61
hello@corse-nautic-escape.com
www.corse-nautic-escape.com
Port de Bonifacio
Bonifacio

YACHT CRUISE

RATES
• Day cruise: 
from 115,00 €                                                                                                      
• 1/2 cruise: 
&from 65,00 €                                                                                             
• Sunset Tour: 
from 45,00 €   
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Extrême Sud
Jet

Enjoy an exceptional experience at the controls of a state-of-the-art jet 
ski, departing from the port of Bonifacio, on a tour with no licence and 
supervised by an instructor, or on a rental with a sea licence.

We will show you new landscapes in the heart of the Bouches de Bonifacio

Nature Reserve. Guaranteed sensations!

OPEN
May to October

+33 (0)6 19 04 89 73
extremesudjet@hotmail.fr
www.extremesudjet.com
Quai Nord 
Bonifacio

JET-SKI
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Pirate Adventure
Corsica

Visit the Bouches de Bonifacio nature reserve on a jet ski, with the utmost 
respect for the environment.
Discover the turquoise waters of the Lavezzi and Cavallo Islands, the Gulf of 
Piantarella, Sperone and the fortified town of Bonifacio with its caves, cliffs, 
and creeks...

Our walks are open to everyone and are accompanied by a qualified 
instructor.

1h30 circuit:  Lavezzi Islands, Cavallo, Gulf of Piantarella to Sperone.
2h30 round trip: Lavezzi Islands, Cavallo, Gulf of Piantarella, Sperone and 
then Bonifacio, with its caves, cliffs, and creeks.

Don’t forget to book! 

OPEN
May to September

+33 (0)6 73 48 53 80
pirateadventurecorsica@gmail.com
Gurgazu - Golfe de Sant’Amanza 
Bonifacio

JET SKI

RATES
• 30-minute Initiation: 80 €                                                                                                                           
• 1h30 Circuit: 
170,00 € for 1 jet/1 pax
180,00 € for 1 jet/2 pax                                                                                    
• 2h30 Circuit:  
270,00 € for 1 jet/1 pax
280,00 € for 1 jet/2 pax
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Corsica
Kiteboarding

Being a windy area, Bonifacio has ideal conditions for kite surf. Thus, 
depending on the weather, Ventilegna or Piantarella are the preferred spots. 

The kite surfing school, certified Prokite, offers beginners, intermediate and 
advanced courses.

Discover the beautiful beaches of Bonifacio and the sport with qualified 
instructors.

OPEN
April to November

+33 (0)6 75 01 50 04
corsekite@gmail.com
www.corsica-kiteboarding.com
Plage de Piantarella 
Bonifacio

KITESURF

RATES
• Private lesson: 
from 160,00 € / 1h30                                                                    
• Collective lesson: 
from 180,00 € / 3h00                                                                                        
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Acqua Vanua

This is an exotic activity for all ages (from 2 years old), unique in Corsica. You 
will discover the Corsican coastline as follows: stopovers in the turquoise 
waters of the creeks with swimming and snorkelling. 

And for a memorable evening, we propose «an outing at dusk»: departure at 
the end of the afternoon, aperitif and picnic, returning at sundown. 

Accompanied outing, pirogue rentals…

OPEN
June to September

+33 (0)6 03 60 87 29 
+33 (0)6 12 85 66 39
contact@acquavanua.com
www.acquavanua.com
Plage de Favone 
Sari-Solenzara

PIROGUE

RATES
27,00 € to 55,00 €
( from 4 to 5 pax)
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Bonifacio
Diving

For lovers of the seabed, Bonifacio Diving is the place to be! The Bouches de 
Bonifacio, the most beautiful marine reserve in Corsica, awaits you.

Departure directly from the harbour, no handling, tea (hot/cold) and 
Canistrelli biscuits on board.

Lessons for beginners and experts, come and see our video presentation on 
our website!

Privatisation available on request.

OPEN
Mid-April to mid-November

+33 (0)4 20 04 73 27
bonifacio.plongee@gmail.com 
www.bonifacioplongee.corsica
Lieu dit «Sennola» - Av. Sylver Bohn
Bonifacio

SCUBA DIVING

RATES
• Exploration:
from 48,00 € per dive
or 96,00 € for two-tanks.
• Initiation:
from 80,00 €.
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Diving Private

Privatized boat, customized organization, «à la carte» destination, diving for 
adults and children, snorkeling with no time limit, professional supervision, 
top-of-the-range equipment. 

We take you to discover the paradisiacal creeks and the essential dives from 
the Nature Reserve of the Bouches de Bonifacio... to Senetosa, the wildest 
and best-preserved coastline of Corsica.

OPEN
May to November +33 (0)6 30 03 03 01 

contact@diving-private.com
www.corse-plongee-privee.com
Pianottoli

SCUBA DIVING
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Hippocampe

Scuba diving centre in the heart of the natural reserve of the Cerbicale 
Islands.

Initiation, training, exploration of the reserve and a shipwreck.
Accessible to all.

The Hippocampe Diving Club, in the heart of the reserve, offers you the 
discovery of its seabed, rich in underwater life, as well as the Pinella 
shipwreck, in a family and professional atmosphere.

OPEN
All year +33 (0)7 50 27 49 56

dive@hippocampe.de
www.hippocampe.de
La Chiappa
Porto Vecchio

SCUBA DIVING
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Seabob Corse
Officiel

The Sea Bob is a silent and environmentally friendly underwater electric 
vehicle. It allows you to be towed at impressive speeds on or under water (up 
to 20 km/h). 

Thanks to the Sea Bob you can explore the seabed with a simple diving 
mask. 

The Sea Bob is a nautical activity accessible to everyone, from 8 years old 
and mastered in less than 2 minutes.

OPEN
June to mid-September

+33 (0)6 19 49 56 13
seabob2b@icloud.com
www.seabobcorse.com
Sud Corse

SEABOB

RATES
• Beach activity:
from 45,00 €  
• Day or half day rental:
from 250,00 €
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Les Glénans

Discover sailing with the Glénans, a sailing association created in 1947! 

The Bonifacio base offers cruising and wing-foil courses for adults, groups, 
and families.

OPEN
April to November

+33 (0)4 95 73 70 20
+33 (0)6 33 00 70 25
bonifacio@glenans.asso.fr
www.glenans.asso.fr
Route de Sant’Amanza 
Bonifacio

SAILING SCHOOL
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Club de voile
de Bonifacio

Sail in one of the most fabulous spots in Southern Corsica: the Piantarella 
lagoon. 

The Club offers you rentals, private and group lessons in wind surf, 
catamaran, dingy, kayak and stand up paddle. 

From 4 years old. 
And also, first experience on a flying catamaran!

OPEN
All year

+33 (0)6 83 17 37 17
info@ecole-windsurf.com
www.ecole-windsurf.com
Plage de Piantarella 
Bonifacio

SAILS AND SAILING BOAT

Rates
• Group session:
from 30,00 € / 1h30
• Individual lesson:
from 50,00 € / 1h00
• Rental:
from 10,00 € / 1h00
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Activities 
in the countryside
of Southern Corsica
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Canyons in
Bavella & l’Ospédale

•Canyon du Pulischellu
Great fun, with many jumps and toboggans.
2h30 of descent, 30 min of approach, 5 min of return. 
From 35 €/pax.

•Canyon de Purcaraccia
One of the most beautiful and fun, with a succession of pools and giant
slides, with 2 abseiling descents of 40 m!
3h30 of descent, 1h15 of approach, 30 min of return. 
From 50 €/pax.

•Canyon de la Vacca
Sporty descent in narrow gorges, with numerous jumps (from 2 to 10 m), a 
12-metre abseil, swimming in emerald green pools and aquatic walking in 
granite landscapes.
3h30 of descent, 45 min of approach, 1h of return. 
From 55 €/pax

•Canyon de Piscia di Gallu
At l’Ospédale, the descent is made through an impressive granite gorge 
with a flow of 800 l/s. Exit on a waterfall of more than 80 m high!
3h descent, 15 min approach, 30 minutes return. 
From 55€/pax.
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ABC Roberto
Canyon

I’m Roberto, instructor for thirty years with a perfect knowledge of the 
canyons of southern Corsica.

Come and see me with your friends, your family, your children, there will be a 
canyon that suits you to spend an unforgettable moment in the crystal-clear 
waters of our mountains.

OPEN
All year

CANYONING

+33 (0)6 12 39 54 75
abc.roberto.canyon@hotmail.fr
www.canyonencorse.com
Quenza
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Alcudina
Canyon

For canyoning enthusiasts, thrill seekers or simply nature lovers, the Alcudina 
Canyon offers breathtaking scenery.

Canyoning is the best way to discover the splendour of nature while having 
fun.

Discover the canyoning of Pulischeddu, a great water activity, sporty and 
fun, in splendid wild landscapes; Purcaraccia, with its fabulous landscapes, 
its numerous slides, its long rappels into large pools of turquoise water, 
perfect for a successful day; and Vacca, for those who love thrills.

Idyllic landscapes, limpid pools, jumps, canyons for sportsmen, not to be 
missed!

OPEN
All year

+33 (0)6 82 31 29 08
Quenza

CANYONING

RATES
• From 55,00 € onwards
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Bavella
Canyon

With Bavella Canyon, you will enjoy canyoning in the most beautiful canyons 
of Corsica in the heart of the Aiguilles de Bavella region.
Here nature offers us three magnificent canyons, all very different from each 
other.

The Pulischellu which is the most fun, the Purcaraccia undoubtedly the most 
beautiful and the Vacca the wildest.

Go on an adventure with a team of qualified and experienced instructors, to 
the assault of the canyons, cliffs and other forebays of the island of beauty.

+33 (0)6 20 27 49 41
bavellacanyon@gmail.com
www.bavellacanyon.com
Col de Bavella
Solaro

CANYONING

RATES
• Canyoning: 
from 55,00 € to 80,00 €
• Climbing: 
340,00 € per day
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Corsica
Mountain

Graduate of the BEES canyon/escalade. The Bavella massif is a paradise for 
climbing and canyoning.

Canyoning is an aquatic and fun sport that involves descending rivers 
located in gorges between two rock faces.

It includes abseiling, wild-water swimming, sliding down natural chutes and 
jumping.

Outing in small groups.

+33 (0)6 17 92 11 05
corsemontagne@gmail.com
www.corse-montagne.com
Sainte Lucie de Tallano

CANYONING

OPEN
March to October

RATES
• Canyoning: 
from 55,00 € to 80,00 €
• Climbing: 
from 340,00 € to 505,00 €
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Corsica
Canyon

Corsica Canyon is the historical specialist of canyoning in Corsica. The 
canyoning base is located directly at the start of the canyons.

Corsica Canyon offers canyoning in Corsica in complete safety with your 
family or friends.

Enjoy the magnificent canyons of the Bavella mountains, with their turquoise 
pools in the heart of the granite rocks of Corsica.

OPEN
All year +33 (0)6 22 91 61 44

corsicacanyon@gmail.com
www.canyoncorse.com
Col de Bavella
Solaro

CANYONING
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Corsica
Forest

The Corsica Forest team invites you to discover canyoning in the heart of the 
Bavella massif: Pulischellu, Vacca, Purcaraccia plus water walks. The most 
beautiful gorges of Corsica to discover the mountain in a different way.

Accompanied by qualified instructors and equipped with helmets and 
harnesses: jumps, slides and abseils await you in transparent pools.

Don’t wait any longer and come and join us! Suitable for children aged 6 and 
over.

CANYONING

+33 (0)6 16 18 00 58
contact@corsica-forest.com
www.corsica-forest.com
Camping U Ponte Grossu
Ghisonaccia
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Xtrem Sud
Canyon

With XtremSud Canyon, discover unforgettable landscapes through 
canyoning, climbing and hiking.

Beginner or expert, with family or friends, you will share magical moments 
in the most beautiful landscapes of Corsica, particularly the Bavella massif 
and its famous Aiguilles. Amazement and sensations guaranteed!

Bavella is the place to go for canyoning. It consists of following the rivers 
mainly on foot, alternating slides, jumps, swimming, and rappelling. In the 
Bavella massif you will discover a wild and exceptional landscape between 
sculpted granite rocks and crystal-clear pools.

Excursions are guided by qualified instructors (local high mountain guides, 
with over 25 years’ experience).

Organisation of seminars, tailor-made stays throughout the year, exclusive 
groups, EVJF, EVG...

OPEN
April to October

+33 (0)4 95 70 01 20
+33 (0)6 18 97 03 46
info@xtremsudcanyon.com
www.xtremsudcanyon.com
L’Ospedale
Porto Vecchio

CANYONING

RATES
From 50,00 €
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Alpa Corse

The aqua-rando (water ride) is a fun and refreshing activity for either the 
family, a couple or amongst friends. 

The program includes a descent of the river with jumps, toboggans, rapids, 
and swimming. 

The reckless and the faint-hearted can enjoy the breath taking sensations 
together : jumps and toboggans can be avoided no problem.

OPEN
All day

+33 (0)6 17 10 61 15
info@alpacorse.com
www.alpacorse.com
Chisà

AQUA-RANDO

RATES
From 50,00 €
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Corsica Ranger

For lovers of four wheels and original activities, curious to discover the 
Bonifacian countryside and its wild landscapes in a different way, Corsica 
Ranger offers buggy and quad tours throughout the year. The rocky paths 
of the extreme south of Corsica lend themselves to all-terrain motor sports. 
If you wish to drive a particularly malleable machine combining flexibility, 
sensations and safety, Corsica Ranger advises you to rent its 4×4 Polaris 
buggies for 2 to 5 people. Accompanied by a state-qualified instructor, you 
will ride through the Corsican scrubland for an outing of 1h30 to 3h00. 

If you prefer a half-day or full-week rental, Corsica Ranger invites you to opt 
for the two-seater quads. KYMCO 300 CC or 500 CC quads, these machines 
will take you anywhere in the Bonifacian territory. From the seaside to the 
high panoramic viewpoints. Corsica Ranger provides you with a roadbook 
to help you understand the surrounding tracks and paths. On request, a 
packed lunch can also be included for day trips.

OPEN
All year

+33 (0)4 95 70 36 20
+33 (0)6 80 43 70 13
4x4rangerbelleile@free.fr
www.corsicaranger.com
Route de Canetto
Bonifacio

BUGGY AND QUAD RIDE

RATES
Buggy: from 180,00 €
Quad: from 115,00 €
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U Porcu
Ranger

On board a Buggy, Maxence accompanies you around his farm to discover 
the black pigs he breeds. He will give you explanations as you discover the 
Corsican scrubland flora. 

You will cross the Clos Finadori vines before pausing on the highest point 
with a view over the extreme South of Corsica. 

Enjoy and authentic experience by visiting the region differently.

OPEN
All year

+33 (0)6 14 02 56 48
uporcuranger@gmail.com
Domaine de Piscia 
Figari

BUGGY EXCURSIONS

RATES
45,00 € / pax
Free for the under 3 years old
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Equi’Libre

The Equestrian Centre, based in Bonifacio, offers horse or pony rides all year 
round, from one to three hours. All levels are accepted, and the itineraries 
are adapted.

With Equi’Libre you can discover the natural and cultural heritage of 
Bonifacio through rides on the cliffs, in the scrubland and on the beaches. 
The key word during the rides is the well-being of animals and people.

Possibility of swimming on horseback, a unique moment of serenity.

The ponies will be delighted to take your children (from 3 years old) for a ride 
to discover our paths in the scrubland.

OPEN
All year

+33 (0)6 13 01 00 61
equi.libre.bonifacio@gmail.com
www.equilibre-bonifacio.com
ZA de Musella
Bonifacio

HORSERIDING

RATES
Between 25,00 € and 90,00 €
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Golf
de Sperone

The Sperone 18-hole Golf course: situated on the coastline and exposed to 
all winds is one of the most spectacular and technical courses in Europe for 
the golfing world. 

We offer individual courses to discover this pure nature sport.

OPEN
All year

+33 (0)4 95 73 17 13
contact@speronegolfclub.com
www.golfdesperone.com
Bonifacio

18-HOLES GOLF COURSE

GREEN FEE
• 18 holes: 
from 75,00 € to 105,00 €
depending on the period  
• 9 holes: 
from 45,00 € to 60,00 € 
depending on the period
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Acqua Natura

Aqua Natura is an adventure park in Solenzara with 8 treetop circuits and 
accessible from 3 years old onwards. 

More than a 100 fun and sports workshops, with up to 3 hours of activities. 
Canyoning base in set in several locations: the Bavella Needles, Pulischellu, 
Vacca, Purcaraccia (from 7 years old onwards). 

From 8 years old onwards, paintball is accessible on three sports grounds of 
over 1 hectare as well as stand up paddle and kayaking.

OPEN
All year
On reservation

+33 (0)6 29 19 19 04
acqua-natura@hotmail.fr 
www.corse-canyoning-parc.com 
www.corse-paintball.fr  
Camping des Nacres, 
Solaro

MULTI-ACTIVITIES

RATES
• Aqua-rando: 
from 50,00 €
• Canyon: 
from 55,00 €
• Tree climbing: 
from 10,00 €
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A Tyroliana

First « multi-activity adventure park »: treetop cables, canyoning, mountain 
biking and electric mountain biking, hiking, excursions, baby park, climbing, 
paintball, restaurant & pizzeria.

On the banks of the natural pools of the Cavu River, in an exceptional site, 
come and try your hand at adventure with family and friends, alone or 
accompanied. 

Fun, adventure and exclusive one-hour to one-day events: come in large 
numbers, come happy. 

More than 180 workshops, 11 circuits including 4 for children from 3 years old. 
33 km of mountain bike track, 55 km of hiking trails, 6 canyoning courses for 
all levels from 7 years old, 1 hectare of paintball... remember to book your 
«outdoor» activities.

OPEN
All year

+33 (0)4 95 21 78 04
+33 (0)6 12 02 01 76
parc.atyroliana@orange.fr
 www.atyroliana.com
Sainte-Lucie de Porto-Vecchio

MULTI-ACTIVITIES

RATES
• Adventure park: from 18,00 €
• Canyoning: from 55,00 €
• Paintball: from 28,00 €
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U Mondu
di u Porcu

We unveil all the secrets of the process of homemade cured meats 
fabrication. 

The universe of the pig is entirely unveiled : origins, breeds, breeding 
process, food, myths and popular insular beliefs, and this using fun 
explanations and a surprising video film.

OPEN
All year

+33 (0)4 95 52 94 87 
umondudiuporcu@gmail.com
www.mondu-porcu.com
Cozzano

MUSEUM

RATES
From 3,00 € to 5,00 €
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Parc Aventure
Porto Vecchio

This Adventure Park is ideally situated in a eucalyptus wood in the heart 
of Porto Vecchio, a few minutes from the Santa Giulia and Palombaggia 
beaches. 

8 circuits comprised of Tarzan jumps, giant canyon zips, bicycles… the 
perfect spot to enjoy an unforgettable moment with the family or friends.

OPEN
All year

+33(0)6 35 56 00 41 
contact@parc-aventure-pv.fr
www.parc-aventure-porto-vecchio.fr
Route de Bonifacio, 
Porto-Vecchio

ADVENTURE PARK

RATES
• Inflatable: 5,00 €
• Tree climbing +13 years old: 20,00 €
• Tree climbing 8-12 years old: 15,00 €
• Tree climbing -7 years old: 10,00 €
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Xtrem Sud

Take part in a fun adventure in the heart of the L’Ospedale… moving from 
tree to tree following routes punctuated with Tarzan ropes, monkey bridges, 
via ferrata… no less than a 100 possibilities await you.

Special circuit for children: a fun program with 20 obstacles permitting the 
children to advance without manipulating the snap-hooks..

RATES
• Child: 18,00 €
• Adult: 22,00 €
• Child circuit: 12,00 €

ADVENTURE PARK

OPEN
April to October

+33 (0)4 95 70 01 20
info@xtremsud.com
www.xtremsud.com
L’Ospedale
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Coastal walks
of Bonifacio

•Campu Rumanilu trail
From the Saint Roch pass, turn your back on the old town and take the 
tarmac road that climbs up the cliffs. Duration: 1 hour return
The path goes along the cliff towards Pertusatu, as far as Piantarella, 
with a view of the islands. The cliff: 100 meters of sedimentary deposits 
and marine organisms. The best time to see it is in spring or autumn: 
arborescent sagebrush, orchids, scillas, rosemary... Diu Grossu, a headland 
that has become an islet.

•Campu Rumanilu-Pertusatu trail
Continuing from the Campu Romanilu, this path leads to the splendid 
Saint-Antoine beach, passing the semaphore and the lighthouse of the 
same name: Pertusatu.
There are numerous viewpoints over Sardinia and the Lavezzi Islands, and 
the beach offers two options: the fine sandy beach of Saint-Antoine, and 
the more original beach of the Trois Pointes, a stone terrace that descends 
into the sea.
Duration: 3 hours round trip
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•Strada Vecia & Madonetta Path
The path connects Bonifacio to the beach of Paragan, extending to the 
Trinity hermitage. You can discover the Bonifacian countryside and some 
remains of human activity, such as numerous dry-stone walls, baracuns 
(limestone structures) and old lime kilns. Part of the path is paved with 
uneven slabs, worn down by centuries of use. From the port of Bonifacio, 
head towards the campsite, after the petrol station, take the paved path 
bordered on the left by a high wall.
Duration: 3 hours round trip.

•Fenu Path (Trinité)
From Paragan: from Bonifacio towards Figari on the RN 196, 500 m
before the D 60, take the track on the left towards the Anse de Paragan, 
then again 1st track on the left. Park behind the beach. Follow the coast 
to the right (facing the sea). From La Tonnara, follow the coast to the left 
towards Stagnolu. You may come across the agile goats climbing the 
rocks. At your feet you will find at the base of the rocks, the erodium, a 
geranium endemic to Corsica and Sardinia.
Duration: 4h30

•Rundinara Path
Close to the beach of Rundinara, this shady path goes around a lagoon: 
the pond of Prisarella. Throughout the walk, you can admire the beauty 
of this site, which is protected by the Conservatoire du Littoral. In the 
past, there were two islands. The sea level has risen, and the currents 
have deposited sand and pebbles in strips, forming the sensual curves 
of the bay. The Jason butterfly likes ripe fruit and salt puddles; its 
caterpillars grow all winter by nibbling on the leaves of the arbutus. The 
leaves of the Posidonia (sea grass), laid down in thick banks in winter, 
protect the shores.
Duration: 1 hour round trip

•Lavezzu Island Paths
Departure from the jetty. Between the chaos of the rocks and turquoise 
waters, the walk will surprise you with the variety of the fauna and flora 
present on the island. You are in the heart of the Bouches de Bonifacio 
Reserve, so don’t forget to respect the area and stay on the marked 
paths.
Duration: 1 hour round trip
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I Scarpi
Application

30 hikes between sea and mountain 

For all nature lovers, the tourist offices of Southern Corsica have created a 
mobile application for you. It’s up to you to choose between walking by the 
sea in the Nature Reserve of the Bouches de Bonifacio or discovering the 
mountains in the Regional Nature Park of Corsica: coastal walks in Bonifacio, A 
Testa, Bruzzi, Plateau du Cuscionu, villages of the Alta Rocca, Pisci Di Ghaddu 
waterfall...

The application gives you access to valuable information:
• Trailers to help you choose your hike, 
• Detailed topographic maps and GPS tracks,
• All the practical information: level of difficulty, duration of the hikes,
• The photo of starting point of the hikes...

Download your hikes for offline use.

Office de Tourisme 
+33 (0)4 95 73 11 88 
info@bonifacio.fr
www.bonifacio.fr 
2 rue Fred Scamaroni
Bonifacio 

PAGE 01

COASTAL WALKS
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A Muvrella
Randonnées

Hikes to discover the southern Corsican natural heritage, with Christophe,
mountain guide..

Forêt de l’Ospedale: between mysterious forest and granite chaos, an 
exceptional view of the entire south of the island. 
Easy level, 3h duration 

Bavella, on the trail of the bighorn sheep: granite peaks,
secret paths, and breathtaking panoramas. 
Easy level, 4h duration

Plateau du Cuscione : fantastic labyrinth of rivers and pozzines, a paradise 
for free-roaming horses. 
Very easy level, 4h duration

OPEN
All year

+33 (0)6 74 66 00 48
contact@amuvrella.com
www.amuvrella.com
Solaro

GUIDED HIKES

RATES
• Hiking: 
99,00 € family (2 adults + 2 children)
• Picnic option: 
with corsican products: 10,00 €/pax
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Rando
Sunshine

Discover unique sites and breathtaking landscapes. Rando Sunshine guides 
you and takes you on the most beautiful walks in South Corsica.

Whether you are a couple, a family or a group of friends, we offer you 
exceptional itineraries. With hiking, swimming in heavenly creeks and tasting 
local products on offer during the walk.

Private hikes are possible on request.

OPEN
All year

+33 (0)6 09 32 69 52
info@randosunshine.com
www.randosunshine.com
Lecci

GUIDED HIKES
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U Muvrinu

Antoine, State graduate in mountaineering and also mid-mountain guide 
will take you to discover the most emblematic landscapes of the area. 

In Bonifacio and all over Corsica, he will take you off the beaten track for
a more confidential version of the territory. 

A Spuntinu (Corsican picnic) offered by him, will give you strength to survey 
the scrubland, cliffs...

OPEN
All year

+33 (0)7 87 90 90 84
antoine@umuvrinu.com
www.umuvrinu.com
Foce de Bilia

HIKES ACCOMPANIED BY A GUIDE

RATES
• Group hikes:
from 25,00 € 
(holidays & weekends)
• Privatized hikes:
 from 250,00 €
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Trailers
Extrême-Sud

Have you heard of the famous Bonifacio trail or the Spassighjata? And you 
would like to participate in this race in an exceptional setting by day or by 
night? You can do it with the Trailers de l’Extrême Sud. :

A sports association that organises trails for all levels of difficulty, throughout 
Corsica. The group is made up of nature and trail running enthusiasts, 
emphasising exchange and conviviality.

Also, all people motivated to run and enjoy the trails of the Extreme South are 
welcome to join us on Sundays (location and schedule on the club’s Facebook 
page).

OPEN
All year

+33 (0)6 20 32 26 24
trailersdelextremesud@gmail.com
Carpa 
Bonifacio

TRAILS
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Commune
de Chisà

Strong sensations assured ! We propose a 3 to 4 hour fun and secure 
itinerary on a rock wall in the countryside. 

Equipment provided, you just need to bring gloves. 

On sunny days, departure is at 9 a.m. to 11 a.m., on Mondays, Tuesdays, 
Thursdays and Fridays. Weekend participation is possible on reservation and 
for minimum 8 pax.

OPEN
All year

+33 (0)4 95 57 31 11 
(du lundi au vendredi, avant 17h)
+33 (0)4 95 57 84 24
mairie.chisa@wanadoo.fr
www.viaferratachisa.fr
Chisà

VIA FERRATA

RATES
• 30,00 € / pax
• 25,00 € from 12-18 years old
• 28,00 € / pax / group 8 pax
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Airborne
in Southern Corsica
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Hélisud
Corse

Take off to discover the South Corsica! Thrills and unforgettable memories 
guaranteed, with first flights, discovery tours, gastronomic tours, airport 
transfers...

CHOOSE YOUR SIGHTSEEING TOUR: 

1. Bonifacio and its coast: 
This circuit makes you discover the cliffs at the edge of the water.
2. Bavella, its mountain and the east coast.
3. Sea & Mountain, Bonifacio & Bavella

+33 (0)4 95 72 18 63
+33 (0)6 73 26 63 55
info@jetbooking.fr
www.helisudcorse.com
Route du 9 septembre 1943 
Porto-Vecchio

HELICOPTER

RATES
• Panoramic flights:
from 220,00 €                                                                                                               
• Helirestaurants: 
from 1 100,00 €                                                                                                                    
• Passenger transfers: 
from 600,00 €
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Ecole de Parachutisme
du Valinco

The Valinco Skydiving School is a sports association founded in 1991 in an 
area where skydiving enthusiasts meet to share their passion.

You will be welcomed by our team to discover and teach you this sport 
overlooking an exceptional site!

+33 (0)6 75 73 98 74
contact@corseparachutisme.fr
www.corseparachutisme.fr
Aérodrome de Tavaria
Propriano

PARACHUTE

OPEN
May to September
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You deserve a moment
of well-being
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Pur’
Pilates & Yoga

Julia practices traditional yoga combining posture and breathing. Her focus 
is on alignment, fluidity, deep muscle strengthening, posture, and most 
importantly whole-body unity.

She is dedicated to her students and does not practice her activity during 
class. During the class, she guides and monitors their posture. Julia offers 
classes in the gym and at home.

OPEN
All year round
by reservation

+33 (0)6 88 95 09 18
purpilates@yahoo.com
www.pure-pilates-yoga-in-corsica.com
Bonifacio

YOGA

RATES
• Yoga: from 40,00 €                                                     
• Pilates: from 50,00 € 
• Group classes:                                                                   
• Yoga: from 15,00 € 
• Pilates: from 20,00 €                                                  
• Home classes : on request
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Sport’a bè

Olivier’s professionalism and seriousness will enable you to exceed your 
objectives (weight loss, muscle strengthening etc). 

At your home or in an unusual setting, he provides group and individual 
classes through cross training and/or stretching, with or without equipment, 
all with respect for your body and your limits. 

Endowed with a natural empathy, he accompanies several types of people, 
including those with specific needs.

OPEN
All year

+33 (0)6 13 86 60 81
olivieroggiano@hotmail.fr
Bonifacio

SPORT COACH

RATES
• Group class:
from 25,00 €
• Individual class:
from 60,00 €
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Spa
Belezza

The hairdressing salon and SPA welcomes you in the heart of a patio that 
brings serenity and zenitude. 

Take advantage of the various services: hairdressing, barber, massages, 
facial care, body care and nail beauty.

+33 (0)4 95 73 11 09
+33 (0)6 09 74 66 27
bonifacio@belezza.fr
www.belezza.fr
Quai Nord, Imm. Les Palmiers
Bonifacio

WELL-BEING

OPEN
All year
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Spa Hôtel
Version Maquis

Inspirational thanks to its unique position, immersed in the countryside, 
facing the Citadel of Bonifacio. This magnificent 600 m² Spa brings you all 
the energy and power of the Corsican scrubland: its stones, its essences, its 
endemic species to offer you a real moment of relaxation.

Exclusive partnership with the «Biologique Recherche» brand.

OPEN
May to October

+33 (0)4 20 40 70 40
spa@versionmaquis.com
www.versionmaquis.com/spa-fitness
Lieu dit Brancuccio 
Bonifacio

WELL-BEING

RATES
Available online
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Taxi, boat, taxi boat, bicycle, motorbike, scooter, 
minibus with driver... You will find a selection of 
solutions for getting around in a fun, practical and/or 
ecological way.

But these different means of transport should also 
make you aware of the exceptional territory you will be 
travelling through.

Let’s all respect the environment so that we can 
benefit from the unique biodiversity that this area has 
to offer.

Getting around 
in South Corsica 
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Le Petit Train

The little trains are equipped with multilingual commentaries:
French / English / Italian / German.

Return trips from the old town to the port take place every 30 minutes
as indicated at the ticket office.

OPEN
April to October
from 09:00 a.m.

+33 (0)4 95 73 15 07 
ou +33 (0)7 04 95 73 13 16
resa@ttb-massimi.com 
www.autocars-massimi.com
Quai Noel Beretti, 
Bonifacio

PUBLIC TRANSPORT

RATES
• Adult: 6,00 €
• Free for children under 6 years olds
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Tam Tam

A bicycle ride is ideal for discovering the country roads and paths of 
Bonifacio as well as the beaches of the extreme South. Hop on a mountain 
bike, hybrid or electrically assisted bicycle. 

You can also rent stand up paddles.

OPEN
April to November

+33 (0)4 95 73 11 59 
+33 (0)6 81 43 16 84
infos@tam-tam.fr
www.tam-tam.fr
Rue Paul Nicolaï 
Bonifacio

BICYCLES

RATES
• Mountain or hybrid bike: 
from 15,00 €
• Electrically assisted bike: 
from 40,00 € 
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Location U

Only a 10-minute walk from the port, our U Location agency offers you a 
wide choice of vehicles.

Private individuals or professionals: city cars, SUVs or even utility vehicles, 
we invite you to come and discover our range of vehicles.

OPEN
April 1st to September 30th 
8:00 am to 12:00 pm
2:00 pm to 6:00 pm
Monday to Saturday

+33 (0)4 95 73 26 54 
utile.bonifaciocash@systeme-u.fr
www.ulocation.com
Lieu-dit Orenaggio
Bonifacio

SCOOTER / CAR
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Sacha Bike

Enjoy the landscape and park easily.
Make your travel easier with a two-wheeler and take roads that are
inaccessible by car.

Motorbikes and scooters for hire from 50cc to 750cc. 
Delivery possible.

OPEN
March to October

+33 (0)6 08 07 40 59
contact@location-scooter-bonifacio.fr
www.location-scooter-bonifacio.fr
Lieu-dit Parmentile
Bonifacio

SCOOTER / MOTORBIKE
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Scoot Rent

Located in the heart of the Bonifacio Marina, Scoot Rent makes your stay 
easier by offering you a 50 cc or 125 cc scooter.

With a scooter you will save time, you will be able to weave between the cars 
during traffic jams, you will take the paths towards the beaches, and you will 
enjoy the different landscapes that the South Corsica region can offer you!

OPEN
April to October

+33 (0)6 25 44 22 82
ek2a@hotmail.fr
www.bonifacioscootrent.com
3, quai Banda del Ferro
Bonifacio

SCOOTER / MOTORBIKE
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Bonifacio Tourist Office
info@bonifacio.fr
+33(0)4 95 73 11 88
www.bonifacio.fr

OPENING TIMES
April to October: from 9:00 am et 7:00 pm, 7/7

November to March: from 9:00 am to 4:00 pm, from Monday to Friday

Créa. Agence Sò addicte Non-contractual document - 2023 prices

#bonifaciotourisme
@bonifaciotourisme

http://www.bonifacio.fr
http://www.bonifacio.co.uk 
https://www.facebook.com/bonifaciotourisme
https://www.instagram.com/bonifaciotourisme/

